Diversity in receptive field properties of vertical neuronal arrays in the crown of the postcentral gyrus of the conscious monkey.
Single neuronal activity was recorded in the crown of the postcentral gyrus (areas 1 and 2) in 5 conscious monkeys. A total of 93 penetrations were made in the hand and finger region of 9 hemispheres and 827 neurons were isolated. The receptive field characteristics of neurons recorded along each of 88 penetrations which entered perpendicularly to the cortical surface were compared. The majority of neurons in this region were responsive to skin stimulation. In 54 penetrations, neurons related to different sensory submodalities were mixed. In 30, skin neurons predominated, and in 8, 'deep' neurons, while in the remaining 16 penetrations neurons related to different submodalities were equally mixed. In 16 penetrations, neurons responded exclusively to stimulation of skin, hair or nails. In 9 penetrations, neurons were exclusively related to joint manipulation or other types of 'deep' submodality. In 9 penetrations, unidentified neurons were in the majority. In each penetration, the receptive field positions varied considerably on the same finger or encompassed more than one finger. Although neurons of the same submodality, either skin or 'deep' tended to be set in an array, the most adequate stimulus could vary among neurons of a given array. The variability in the receptive field positions or the most adequate stimuli remained constant irrespective of the angle of the electrode penetration in the cortex. The results are compatible with the idea that vertically arranged neuronal array receive inputs of multiple sources, both thalamacortical and corticocortical, so that interactions between different inputs can readilly occur.